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Jane F-35(Armora)

Jane F-35(Armora) is a player character played by Jack Pine.

Jane F-35(Armora)

Species & Gender: Female Human
Date of Birth: 35日 9月 YE 24
Organization: Section 6
Occupation: Infantry

Rank: C1-Corporal 2nd Class
Current Placement: Section Six Armed Forces(SSAF)

Physical Description

Armora is 6'2, with lean yet toned athletic build. She has butt length snow white hair, which ever since
meeting Aztec that day in the park, has been kept in an elegant braid. Her eyebrows are rather slender,
and she has crimson eyes. Like her mother, she has a very obvious hourglass figure, with slightly wider
hips, and DD cup size. Her face is slender and youthful, having soft like features, and is heart shaped.

Personality

Jane like her batch sisters are slaves to their own minds, mental conditioning and subconscious chains
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preventing them from being more then drones. Trapped inside are emotions she's never had the
opportunity to feel, or much less express. She comes across as numb, or even cold because of this.
Socially awkward is an understatement with her and her siblings, as with their chains,they don't know
how to operate as people. This may all change however as something is beginning to crack within her
mental prison.

History

In YE24, cloning began for the Fenrir project, a initiative that sought to create mass produce-able
soldiers. In this they were successful with the creation of their prototype who later became known as Jack
Pine. A batch of 100 were created from him, 50 male, and 50 female. The males became known as Jacks,
while the females were known as Janes. Jane bares this name just like her batch sisters, and was a slave
to be used as a expendable soldier. But event were put in motion that saw the products shelved in
cryogenic sleep, the data being used else where. for 16 years, Jane and her siblings slept, fated to be
forgotten, but the prototype rose against the wishes of his masters. In YE39, Jack Pine founded Section 6,
which he would later use to free the batch of siblings, having been unaware of their existence. He took
them in, gave them a military to fight with that actually cared about them, and through it, hoped to help
them break their changes. It was proven it could be done, as two before her had grown into unique
individuals, later known as Sparks, and Talos. However, even with her new freedom, even after a year,
Jane is still trying to just operate within the circumstances, but her behavior has begun to deviate…

Skills Learned

Communications

Nepleslian comms techniques. Familiar with most other species languages. Standard knowledge of basic
military communications.

Starship operations

Basic understanding in the operation of small space craft and light vessels. Helm operation, and
Astrometrics Navigation.

Vehicles

Basic understanding in the operation, modification, and maintenance of most vehicles: Mecha Tanks Cars
Trucks
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Medical

Proficient in the application of first aid and basic medical procedures.

Fighting

Expert at hand-to-hand combat. Brown belt in martial arts. Standard power armor operation and
maintenance. Proficiency in weapon handling, maintenance, modification, and marksmanship.

Military/Survival

Basic understanding in: Camouflage, Hunting, Shelter construction, Signaling, and Finding water.
Intermediate in land navigation.

Social Connections

Jane F-35(Armora) is connected to:

Sarah Pine - mother
Jack Pine - brother
Talos - brother

Inventory & Finance

Jane F-35(Armora) has the following:

assorted clothes(bland colors, general style)
assorted sports bras
assorted panties
NDC Enlisted Dress Uniform
Geist Advanced Interfacing Implant
Revenant Power Armor R1-SPA
Revenant Power Armor Mk II
Raven Sport
BW-6AS "Sickle"
BW-MWS2 "Harbinger"
BW-P2 "Wraith"
36S6-FG
36S6-PG Plasma Grenade
1,000Sutafaia Fusion Shell(50. BMG)
1,000S6 6mm Bullets
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1,000S6-10mm
7,000S6-ICGR(assorted)1)

7,000S6-SCPR(assorted)2)

Salvage

20lb chocolate bunny 3)

Crates Containing External Ordinance Rack System Components 4)

Duffel containing some Nekovalkyrja's complete set of Star Army of Yamatai standard issue
clothing5)

Emfratec Stove - The Galley Master 6)

Audio Equipment 7)

Jane F-35(Armora) currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by jack_pine on 11, 01 2018 at 11:46 using the Character Template Form.

In the case jack_pine becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Armora Pine
Character Owner Jack Pine
Character Status Inactive Player Character

1) , 2)

1,000 of each caliber
3)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 50-92, IC: 4657-6405-136
4)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 78-34, IC: 2631-6959-103
5)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 86-29, IC: 2465-6698-105
6)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 71-90, IC: 6447-8427-153
7)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 49-98, IC: 4859-35337-142
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